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Quantitative correlation between the local coercivity variation
and magnetization reversal dynamics in Co ÕPd multilayer thin films
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We report the existence of a quantitative correlation between magnetization reversal dynamics and
spatial variation of the local coercivity,DHC , in Co/Pd multilayer thin films. TheDHC was directly
probed by measuring hysteresis loops on spatially resolved local regions by means of a
magneto-optical microscope magnetometer and magnetization reversal dynamics was characterized
by analyzing the wall-motion speedV and the nucleation rateR. We found a linear relationship
between log(V/R) and log(DHC), where a small variation of the local coercivity results in a large
V/R showing wall-motion dominant reversal behavior. A Monte Carlo simulation considering
magnetic nonuniformity well predicts the observed experimental relationship. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1577220#
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Co/Pd multilayer thin films are of continuing interest f
potential applications to high-density perpendicular magn
and magneto-optical recording media due to their large m
netic anisotropy and Kerr rotation.1 Because the magnetiza
tion reversal process basically involves writing and eras
data, magnetization reversal dynamics study in this syste
very important for achieving high performance of techn
logical applications as well as for fundamental understand
of the reversal process.2–4 Recently, advanced magnetic im
aging techniques have provided direct evidence of the c
trasting magnetization reversal dynamics between w
motion dominant and nucleation dominant processes in
system.4,5 Macroscopic magnetic properties have been exa
ined to explain the intrinsic origin of the contrasting rever
dynamics within the context of a micromagnet
description.5–7 Local magnetic variation due to structural i
regularities has also been studied as another pos
origin.8,9Among local magnetic properties, the local coerc
ity has been considered as one of the most important pa
eters contributing to reversal dynamics and recording no
because its fluctuation may cause an inhomogeneity in
main shape and size.9,10 Therefore, it is imperative to under
stand how the local coercivity variation affects reversal
havior. However, the effect of the local coercivity variatio
on contrasting magnetization reversal dynamics has not
been quantitatively investigated.

In this work, we quantitatively probed the local coerci
ity variations of Co/Pd multilayer films from simultaneou
measurements of the local Kerr hysteresis loops by mean
a magneto-optical microscope magnetometer~MOMM !.11

The results were then compared with magnetization reve
behavior investigated atthe precisely samepositions of the
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samples. We present here the observations of the quantit
correlation between the local coercivity variation and ma
netization reversal dynamics together with a micromagn
simulation to explain the experimental observations.

For this study, we prepared multilayered samples
(2 Å Co/11 Å Pd)n with varying number of bilayer repeat
n from 3 to 20. Reversal dynamics in a Co/Pd multilay
system was reported to sensitively change from a w
motion dominant process to a nucleation dominant proc
with an increase of either the number of repeats4 or the Co-
sublayer thickness.5 We chose to vary the number of repea
n because with increasingn, the local structural irregularities
were expected to increase due to the possible accumula
of lattice misfits, residual stress, and other defects at in
faces during the deposition process under a high vacu
This in turn was expected to sensitively affect the local c
ercivity variation. The individual bilayer thickness was ke
constant to prevent substantial changes of macroscopic m
netic properties.

Samples were prepared on glass substrates by elec
beam evaporation under a base pressure of 2.031027 Torr at
ambient temperature. The layer thickness was contro
within 4% accuracy. Low-angle x-ray diffraction studies u
ing Cu Ka radiation revealed that all samples had distin
peaks indicating the existence of a multilayer structure.
of the samples had perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
showedM –H hysteresis loops of unit squareness. As e
pected, the macroscopic magnetic properties such as sa
tion magnetization were confirmed to be the same within
experimental error for all samples. Hence, possibility of co
trasting magnetization reversal behavior caused by diffe
macroscopic magnetic properties among the samples
minimized. A homemade MOMM system was used for t
local hysteresis loop measurements as well as the real-
magnetization reversal image analysis by utilizing t
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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magneto-optical polar Kerr effect. Details of this syste
have been described elsewhere.11

In Fig. 1, we illustrate hysteresis loops measured o
32.0325.6mm2 region of the samples having@Fig. 1~a!# n
53 and @Fig. 1~b!# n518, respectively, together with th
typical shape of local hysteresis loops measured on a l
region of 0.9830.98mm2 in the inset of Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!.
Note that the local hysteresis loops were measured sim
neously for every local region of 0.9830.98mm2 at ambient
temperature under a sweeping rate of 10 Oe/s for e
sample. It is worthwhile to note that the hysteresis loo
from local regions exhibit more square loops than those fr
larger regions, which can be ascribed to the coercivity va
tion of square hysteresis loops from local regions since
signal from a large region is the sum of the signals from e
local region inside the large region.10 We measured loca
coercivities from the local hysteresis loops and then de
mined the standard deviationDHC . Figure 1~c! is a plot of
local coercitvity variationDHC with respect ton. It is
clearly seen in Fig. 1~c! that DHC sensitively increases with
increasedn. A largerDHC of the thicker film can be consid
ered to result from a larger density of microstructural irreg
larities with increasingn.9

Using the MOMM system, magnetization reversal d
namics were also investigated via time-resolved observa
of domain evolution patterns atprecisely the sameposition
of the samples studied in Fig. 1. Each sample was first s
rated by applying a magnetic field much larger than the s
ration field and then magnetization reversal was triggered
applying a constant reversing magnetic field of about 90%
the mean coercivity.

Reversal behavior in these samples was found to se
tively change from wall-motion dominant to nucleatio
dominant with increasingn. The inset images of Fig. 2 show
the typical domain patterns at about 50% reversal for
samples ofn53 and 18, respectively. The domain revers
pattern ofn53 indicates a gradual expansion of domains
the continuous wall-motion process from a single nucleat
site, while the disorderly pattern ofn518 manifests an an
isotropic jutting out of domain sprouts adjacent to the ex
ing domain boundary via the nucleation process. The c
trasting reversal behavior is ascribed to a counterbalan
between the wall-motion and nucleation processes.3

Contrasting magnetization reversal behavior is known
be characterized by the reversal ratioV/R, whereV and R

FIG. 1. The hysteresis loop of (2 Å Co/11 Å Pd)n multilayer samples with
~a! n53 and ~b! n518, respectively, on a sample area of 32
325.6mm2. The inset images show the typical hysteresis loop measure
a local region of 0.9830.98mm2. The standard deviationDHC of the local
coercivity variation of (2 Å Co/11 Å Pd)n samples is plotted in~c!.
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are the wall-motion speed and nucleation rate, respectiv
Magnetization reversal behavior changes from nuclea
dominant to wall-motion dominant with an increasing of t
reversal ratio.4,12 In our study, from the measured doma
area and domain boundary length of each image,V and R
were quantitatively determined by utilizing an analys
method proposed by Choe and Shin.13 As expected in the
domain patterns of the samples,V/R decreases with increas
ing n as shown in Fig. 2.

Interestingly, the reversal ratioV/R was found to be
closely related withDHC . For a quantitative analysis of th
correlation, in Fig. 3, we plotV/R versus DHC for the
(2 Å Co/11 Å Pd)n samples, where thex axis is DHC in
logarithmic scale and they axis isV/R in logarithmic scale.
In Fig. 3, we see thatV/R is truly correlated withDHC and
the correlation can be well fitted by a simple analytic fun
tion given by

log~V/R!5a log~DHC!1b, ~1!

wherea andb are the fitting parameters. The values ofa and
b are determined to be22.2560.12 and 3.4860.17, respec-
tively. We would like to stress that Eq.~1! well characterizes
the general relation betweenV/R andDHC for all our Co/Pd
multilayer thin films with varyingn. A sample having a
small DHC reveals wall-motion dominant reversal with

n

FIG. 2. The reversal ratioV/R vs number of repeatsn of
(2 Å Co/11 Å Pd)n samples. The inset images illustrate the domain reve
patterns of the samples withn53 and 18.

FIG. 3. The correlation between the reversal ratioV/R and the standard
deviationDHC of the local coercivity variation. The solid line is the best
for the correlation.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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large V/R, while a sample having a largeDHC exhibits
nucleation dominant reversal with a smallV/R. The contrast-
ing magnetization reversal behavior is determined by a co
terbalance between the wall-motion and nucleation p
cesses: The wall-motion process in the latter sample is m
impeded by the rough spatial irregularity due to its lar
DHC than that of the former sample having a smallDHC .
On the other hand, the latter sample has more nuclea
sites than the former sample due to its largeDHC .

Along with this experiment, a micromagnetic simulatio
study has been performed to elucidate the results. We us
Monte Carlo algorithm on a two-dimensional lattice of nan
size hexagonal single domain cells with periodic bound
conditions. The magnetic energyE of each cell with the
magnetization directionu from the1z axis is given by

E5KUVC sin2 u2MSVC~Hz1Hd!cosu

1S 32
1

2
cosu(

k
cosukD dct fsv

3
, ~2!

wheret f is the film thickness,dc is the distance between th
nearest cells,MS is the saturation magnetization,KU is the
uniaxial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy,sv is the wall
energy density of each cell boundary,Hz is the external field,
Hd is the demagnetizing field,uk is the magnetization direc
tion of the nearest neighbors, andVC is the volume of a unit
cell. Using this model, the domain pattern of the therma
activated reversal process is constructed from each sta
individual cells. A detailed explanation of this microma
netic model is described in Ref. 14.

In this model, since the anisotropy is a very structur
sensitive magnetic property,15 we limit ourselves to choosing
a spatial fluctuation in the uniaxial perpendicular anisotro
as the only parameter reflecting the structural nonuniform
This means that we assume thatDHC is proportional to the
anisotropy fluctuation in this model. The anisotropy distrib
tion KU(x,y) is chosen to be spatially noncorrelated as w
so as to have a Gaussian distribution in magnitude with
standard deviationd:

KU~x,y!5K̄U•~11d• f ~x,y!!, ~3!

whereK̄U is the mean value of anisotropy andf (x,y) is the
spatially noncorrelated fluctuating function having a u
standard deviation. Typical values of magnetic parame
for Co/Pd multilayered system used in the simulation
listed in Table I.

TABLE I. The values of magnetic parameters used in the simulation.

Magnetic parameters Values

Uniaxial anisotropy,K̄U
53106 erg/cm3

Saturation magnetization,MS 282 emu/cm3

Wall energy density,sv 2.5 erg/cm2

Unit-cell volume,VC 6.93310218 cm3

Cell distance,dc 231026 cm
Film thickness,t f 231026 cm
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As presented in Fig. 4,V/R is constant until the anisot
ropy fluctuationd reaches 1.7%, and then it starts decreas
with an increment ofd. This corresponds to the observatio
that the domain formation pattern does not change at
befored51.7% and after this point, it changes from a wa
motion dominant pattern to a nucleation dominant pattern
d increases. Also, we see an existence of a linear relation
between log(V/R) and log(d) after the change of magnetiza
tion reversal behavior starts. This theoretical result agr
well with our experimental observations. It should be me
tioned that the simulation using the different values of t
magnetic properties results inthe same log–log linear be-
havior with only variations in the slope and the range of t
linear relationship.
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FIG. 4. The reversal ratioV/R vs the relative anisotropy variationd. The
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images illustrate the simulated domain reversal patterns at the four diffe
values ofd indicated.
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